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A general model for the single server semi-Markov queue is studied. Its solution is reduced to 
a matrix factorization problem. Given this factorization, results are obtained for the distributions 
of actual and virtual waiting times, queue lengths both at arrival epochs and in continuous time, 
the number of customers during a busy period, its length and the length of a busy cycle. Two 
examples are discussed for which explicit factorizations have been obtained. 
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length * busy period * busy cycle 
1. Introduction 
The single server semi-Markov queue is described as follows. Customers arrive 
at a single server at time epochs Ti , T2, . . . ; with T, = 0. The interarrival times are 
denotedbyA,=T,-T,_,,n=2,3 ,... ; and the service time of the n-th customer 
by S,, n = 1,2, . . . . The queue discipline is first-come-first-served. Let (Y,, n = 
. . ) be an irreducible aperiodic Markov chain with finite state space 
l’;,‘;;. . . ) N} and assume that, for all choices of n, x, y and j, 
P(A,+, sx, &GY, Y,+1=ilA2,...,AnrS1,...,S,-1, Yt,..., Y,) 
= P(A,+t cx, S,sy, Yn+t=jl Y,), (1.1) 
while the latter conditional probability does not depend on n. Hence the model is 
completely specified by the functions 
Gv(~, $) = E(exp(-4A,+i- &%)l( Y,+i =j)I Y, = 9, 
i=l,2 --, N; j = 1,2,. . . , N; where l(A) is the indicator function of the event 
A, i.e. ;(A) = 1 if A occurs and l(A) = 0, otherwise. 
Let G(& $) be the N x N-matrix with elements G,(+, $). 
This model has been studied before by Arjas [2]. He gives a formal solution using 
a matrix generalization of an identity for random walks. Takacs [25] has analysed 
the model by an algebraic method generalizing the algebraic solution for the ordinary 
single server queue, while in [24] he has studied a discrete version. The departure 
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process has been studied by McNickle [ 161. Several authors have considered various 
special cases of the model. The case 
(1.2) 
i.e. Poisson arrivals and semi-Markov service times, has been studied by Neuts [ 181, 
Cinlar [6] and Arjas [2]. They have obtained formal results which, however, are 
not numerically tractable. In [19] Neuts has treated a more general model also 
allowing for group arrivals and he describes a numerical method leading to results 
for the busy period, the queue length and the waiting time. The case 
Gj(+, $1 = A,(4) -$ (1.3) 
i.e. semi-Markov arrivals and exponential services, has been studied by Cinlar [7] 
and Arjas [2]. In the latter paper the model (1.3) is treated as the dual case of (1.2). 
Both authors obtain formal solutions. Latouche [ 121 gives a numerical solution for 
the queue length for the special case 
In [14] Loynes has studied the actual waiting time for 
G,(+, Ccr) = A,(4)&(+), 
where either A, or B, is a rational function and in [ 151 the virtual waiting time for 
Gj(4, $)=& &(+I. 
I 
Recently Burman and Smith [5] have given approximations for the MlGll queue 
with Markov modulated arrivals, i.e. 
G,(+, 9) = A,(+)@$), 
in which A(4) = (@+ A - Q)-‘A, where Q is the infinitesimal generator of the 
modulating Markov chain and A = diag(A, , . . . , AN), with hi the arrival rate when 
the modulating chain is in state i. The more general model for the M]Gll queue 
with Markov modulated arrivals and services, i.e. 
in which A(+) is as given above, has been completely solved by Regterschot and 
de Smit [23] using the methods discussed in the present paper. Similarly a complete 
solution for 
generalizing the ordinary GIlMIl queue is given in de Smit and Regterschot [9]. 
A related model has been considered by Purdue [21] and a more general model 
by Ramaswami [22]. 
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The distribution of the waiting time in a single server semi-Markov queue is 
identical to that of the maximum of the corresponding random walk defined on a 
finite Markov chain. The latter quantity has been studied extensively. The scalar 
case has been treated by Kemperman [ll]. For the matrix case we refer to Miller 
[17], Presman [20], Arjas [l], Borovkov [4] and Arndt [3]. 
Formal results have also been obtained for models in which the underlying Markov 
process has a more general state space (see Kaspi [lo] and the references in that 
paper). 
In Section 2 we derive a system of Wiener-Hopf type equations the solution of 
which reduces to a factorization problem. The same factorization problem arises 
from the analysis in Arjas [2] which is based on an identity for the corresponding 
random walk defined on a Markov chain. Arjas gives a formal factorization in which 
the factors have a probabilistic interpretation related to the busy period. From his 
results one does not find numerical solutions. Our interest is in explicit factorizations 
leading to numerical algorithms such as those in [9] and [23]. Moreover, in Section 
3 we show how the distributions of waiting times, queue lengths and busy period 
can be found once the factorization problem has been solved. The relationships are 
generalizations of results obtained by Cohen [8] for the ordinary single server queue. 
Finally in Section 4 we give examples of explicit factorizations. 
The actual waiting time of the n-th customer is denoted by W,,, the virtual time 
at time t by WT, the total number of customers in the system just before the arrival 
of the n-th customer by C,, the total number of customers in the system at time t 
by CT, the length of the n-th busy period by P,,, the length of the n-th busy cycle 
by L, and the number of customers during the n-th busy period by M,,. 
We shall write x+ = max(O, x), x- = min(O, x), while 6, is Kronecker’s symbol, 
i.e. aii = 1, and S, = 0 for i f j. I is the N x N-identity matrix and 1 is the N- 
dimensional column vector with all components equal to 1. 
2. Reduction to a factorization problem 
Let U, =S,+. ..+s,, n=l,2,...; U,, = 0; be the cumulative service time of the 
first n customers and assume that the system is initially empty, i.e. W, = 0. For 
i=l,2 ,..., N;j=l,2 ,..., N;Re~?=O,andRenZO,Re0ZO,]r]<l,orRe~~O, 
Re 8>0, Irl~l, or Ren>O, Re020, ]r]Gl, we define 
Zii(r, 4,q 0)= E r”E(exp(-~Wn-~Tn-OUn_l)l(Yn =j)I Y,=i) 
n=l 
and 
&j(r, c$, 7, 0) = 2 rn+l E((l-exp(~[W,+S,-A,+,l-)) n=l 
* exp(-_qT,+, - e&)1( Yn+l = j) ( Y, = i). 
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Let Z(r, 4, 7, 0) and V( r, 4, 7, 0) be the N x N-matrices with elements Z,( r, 4, 7, 0) 
and V-,(r, 4,q O), respectively. Then we obtain the following system of Wiener- 
Hopf-type equations. 
Theorem 2.1. For Re $I = 0 and Re n > 0, Re 6 3 0, Irl< 1, or Re 77 2 0, Re 8 > 0, 
Ir\cl, or Ren>O, Re820, IrlSl, wehaue 
Z(r, +,T, O)(I - rG(v - 44 + 0)) = r1-C V(r, -h rl, 0). (2.1) 
Proof. From the identity 
exp(-+x+)+exp(-+xP)=exp(-+x)+1, 
and the relationship 
W n+,=[Wn+tSn-An+l]+, n=1,2 ,..., 
wehaveforRe4=O,Ren>O,ReeaO, 
E(exp(-+W,+, -rlT,+,-eu,)I(y,+,=j)Iy,=i) 
= E(exp(-44 W, + S, -A,+,l+- TT,+, - fW,)l( Yn+l =A ( YI = i) 
= E(exp(-4[ W, +S, -A+,1 - TIT,+, - eU,)l( Y,+, = j) 1 YI = i) 
+ E((1 -exp(-44. W, + S, --4+,1-))exp(-~Tn+1 - fW)l( Y,+, =A I Y, = 9. 
(2.2) 
Moreover 
= z E(exp(-~W,-77T,-eUn_1)1(Yn=k)IY~=i)Gkj(77-~,~+e). 
k=l 
(2.3) 
Inserting (2.3) into (2.2) yields for Re 4 =O, and Re n 20, Re 0 30, Irl< 1, or 
Ren>O, Ree>O,(r(~l,orRe17>O,Ree~O, IrlG-1, 
Z,(r,4,n,8)=r8V+r F Zik(r,~,77,e)Gkj(77-~,~+e) 
k=l 
+ V,,(r, -44 7, a 
which proves the theorem. 
The system of equations (2.1) can be solved whenever the symbol I- 
rG(n - c#J,~ + 0) can be factorized, i.e. if two matrices H’(r, 4, 7, 0) and 
H-( r, 4, 7, 0) exist such that for Re C$ = 0, 
I - rG(q - 44 + e) = H+(r, 4, 7, eU--(r, 4, 7, e) (2.4) 
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and 
for Re C$ > 0, Hf( r, 4, 7, 0) is analytic and for Re C$ > 0 it is bounded 
and continuous and its inverse exists and is also bounded; (2.5) 
for Re 4 < 0, H-( r, 4, n, 0) is analytic and for Re 4 s 0 it is bounded 
and continuous and its inverse exists and is also bounded. (2.6) 
With a standard Wiener-Hopf argument we then find the following solution of (2.1). 
Theorem 2.2. If a factorization according to (2.4)-(2.6) exists then we have, for 
Re4>0 and ReTsO, Re0>0, Irl<l, or RenZO, Ree>O, Irlcl, or Rerl>O, 
Re 030, Ir(G 1, 
Z(r, 4, 7, 0) = r[l- rG(v, @-‘H+(r, O,v, @)[ff+(r, 4 r), ~)I-‘. (2.7) 
Proof. From (2.1) and (2.4) we have for Re 4 =O, 
Z(r, 4, 77, o)H+(r, 4, 77, 0) = Lr1-t V(r, -4, rl, ~)l[H-tr, 45 17, e)l-‘. 
(2.8) 
The left-hand side of (2.6) is analytic for Re C$ > 0 and it is bounded and continuous 
for Re C$ 2 0; the right-hand side is analytic for Re 4 < 0 and bounded and continuous 
for Re 4 c 0. By analytic continuation we can define an entire function which is 
equal to the left-hand side of (2.6) for Re 4 3 0 and equal to the right-hand side 
for Re 4 G 0. But this entire function is bounded and hence by Liouville’s theorem 
it is a constant. So for Re 4 20 
Z(r, 4. 77, @H+(r, 4. 77, 0) = Z(r, 0, 77, e)H+(r, 0, 7, 0) 
= r[ I - rG( 7, e)lp’H+( r, 0, 7, t9), 
which proves the theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 has been proved by Arjas [2] in a slightly different form and using 
a different method. Moreover, he has given a factorization in which the factors have 
a probabilistic interpretation related to the busy period. For the number of customers 
during the first busy period we have 
M,=inf{n>OI lJ,< T,,,} 
for the length of the first busy period 
PI = u,, 
and for the length of the first busy cycle 
L, = TM~+~. 
The following factorization is given in [2] 
H+(r, 4, T, 0) = L&1; 77 - 4,++ e)i-1, (2.9) 
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where 
&,(r, n,0)= F r”E(exp(-77T,+l-eU,)1(M1>n, Y,+,=j)I Yi= i) 
II=0 
and 
H~(r,~,17,8)=1_Ej(r,rl-~,~+8), (2.10) 
where 
ri,(r, n, 13) = E(PI exp(-nL, - f3P,)l( YM,+i =j)I Yi = i). 
It is easily checked that this factorization satisfies (2.4)-(2.6). Moreover such a 
factorization is unique up to a constant matrix, so any factorization with 
lim b_m H+( r, c$, n, 0) = I is identical to the one given above. Expressions (2.9) and 
(2.10) do not lead to explicit numerically tractable results. As in the scalar case (the 
ordinary GIlGIl queue) such results can only be obtained in special cases. In Section 
4 we give two examples. 
3. Waiting time, queue length and busy period 
Assuming that we have been able to factorize I - rG( n - 4, 4 + 0) according to 
(2.4)-(2.6) and that we have found the solution for Z(r, 4, 7, 6) given by (2.7), we 
can obtain results for the distributions of several quantities of interest. Let the row 
vector~=(~,,~,,..., TV) denote the stationary distribution of the Markov chain, 
then T is determined by 
rG(O, 0) = T (3.1) 
and 
Trl=l. 
Let 
aij = E(An+Il( Yn+1 = j) 1 Y, = i) = ---$ G,(+, 0) 
+O 
Pij = E(S,l( Yn+l = j)) Y, = i) = -$ G,(O, I)) 
JI=O' 
and C% and j? the N x N-matrices with elements ‘Ye and &, respectively, then the 
expected steady state interarrival time is given by 
a=?TGl, 
and the expected steady state service time by 
p = ?rDl. 
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The traffic intensity is defined by 
assuming that (Y < 00 and /3 <CO. 
Arjas [2] has shown that, for p < 1, ( W,,, Y,) converges weakly to a proper random 
vector(W, Y)asn+a.Since((C,,Y,),n=1,2,... ) is regenerative with the same 
regeneration epochs as (( W,,, Y,,), n = 1,2, . . . ) it follows that, for p < 1, (C,,, Y,,) 
converges weakly to a proper random vector (C, Y) as n + CO. Similarly for p < 1 
and A, having a non-arithmetic marginal distribution it is shown that Wf and CT 
converge to proper random variables W* and C* respectively as t + 00. 
Actual waitink time 
Assume p < 1 and write 
Z,(4) = E(exp(+W)l(Y=j)) 
and Z(4) = (Z,(4), . . . , Z,(4)), then using Abel’s theorem we have from (2.7) for 
Re420, 
Z(4)= 7rH+(1,O,O,O)[H+(l, 4,0,0)lP’. (3.2) 
Virtual waiting time 
For Re n > 0, Re 4 2 0, i = 1,. . . , N; we denote 
I 
a3 
Z?(,, 4) = exp(-Tt)E(exp(-+WT)I Y, = i) dt, 
0 
and Z*( 7, 4) is the column vector with components ZT( 7, 4). Let N, be the number 
of customers arriving during [0, t], then we have for the virtual waiting time at 
time t 
w, = [ wjy + s,y + TN, - t]‘. 
Using the identity 
(3.3) 
exp(-4x’) =1 
im+o d5 4 
- - 2rri I 5 4 - 5 w-bjc), O<Re[<Re 4, (3.4) pioo+O 
where the path of integration is a line parallel to the imaginary axis, we have 
E(exp(-+WT)I YI = i) 
. E(exp(-&)l(A,+l > t- u)l Yn =A 
. d,E(exp(-&W,)l( T,, G u, Y, = j)) Yr = i). (3.5) 
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The interchange of the order of integration and of summation that we have applied 
here is justified by absolute convergence using Fubini’s theorem. For 0 < Re 5 < Re 4 
and Re n > 0 we thus obtain 
exp(-(7 - 5)t) 
~E(exp(-SSn)l(An+l > t) 1 Yn =A dt&Jl, &no) 
1 I ioo+o =- 
2rri 
--- c” 
d[ 4 1 
6 4-6 7_6k=l 
[Z(l, 5, 7730) 
-im+O 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
.[G(O, 6) - G(T - 6, t)llik. 
From (2.1) we have for 0 s Re 4 G Re 7, Re n > 0, 
Z(l, AT, O)[G(O, 4) - G(n - 4,411 
=Z(l, 4, T.O)[G(O, 4)-Il+I+ V(1, -4 nOI. 
Inserting (3.7) into (3.6) and applying contour integration we find for Re n > 0, 
Re 420, 
Z”(7), $I+$ L I- ~Z(l,g,s,O)[I-G(0,6)1-~Z(l,s,s,O) 
.[I - G(O, rl)l 1. 1 (3.8) 
This result was already obtained by Takacs [25] using an algebraic method. Since 
for Re n>O, 
Z(l, 0, 730) = [I- G(n, O)lp’, 
we see that 
(Y lii nZJl,O, n,O) = Tj 
by showing that the left-hand side satisfies the equations (3.1). Consequently for 
p<l we have 
and with (2.7) 
~~17Z~(I,77,~,O)=~Zj(O) and ~~?Z~(l,~,.rl,O)=dZj(~). 
For p < 1 and A, non-arithmetic we then obtain from (3.8), for Re 4 5 0, 
E(exp(-+W*)) = 1 - P+-$- Z(4)[I - G(O,4)11, (3.9) 
which generalizes the corresponding result for the ordinary single server queue given 
by Cohen [8]. 
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Number of customers in the system at arrival epochs 
Since 
{C,sj}=n, n=1,2 ,..., j+l, 
and 
{C,+j+l~i}={T”+W,+S,<T,+j+l}, n-L%..., 
where 0 is the sure event, we find 
f r”E(sCnl( Y, = k)l YI = i) 
n=, 
=r[l-rsG(O,O)]~‘+r(l-s) F f (rs)j 
I=1 j=O 
* C P(T,+W,+S,,<T,,+j+,, Y,,=l, Y”+j+l=klYl=i). 
“=, 
(3.10) 
Let 
Rik(r, s) = C r"E(sCnl( Y, = k) 1 Y, = i) 
n=, 
and let R(r, s) be the N x N-matrix with elements &(r, s). We assume that there 
exists a 6 > 0 such that G( 4, I/J) can be continued analytically to the region Re 4 > -6 
for Re 4 2 0; moreover we assume that limi++ G( -4, 4) = 0. The latter assumption 
implies that the conditional distribution functions P(S, -A,+, s x 1 Y, = i, Y,,+l =j) 
are continuous and that for all n, i, j, 1 and k, 
P(T,+W,+S,z=T,+j+,, Y,=Z, Y,+j+l=klY,=i)=O. 
Using the inversion formula for Laplace-Stieltjes transforms we have 
P( T, + W,, + S,, < T,,+j+l, Y, = 1, Y,,+j+, = k 1 Y, = i) 
1 
27ri I 
ioo+o d5 =- 
-im+O 
TE(exp(-5(W~+S.+T.-T.+j+l))l(Y,=I, K+j+i=k)( Yi=i) 
1 
=- 
27Ti 
im+o d5E(exp(-5W,)l(Y,, =I)/ Y,=i) F G,,(--5, O[G(-&O)‘],,. 
-ico+O 5 m=, 
Inserting this into (3.10) yields for Irl< 1, IsI< 1, 
r(1 -s) 
R(r, s) = r[l- rsG(0, 0)lP’+7 
+=+’ d5 
7r pim+O 
TZ(r,kO,O)G(-65) 
.[ I - rsG( -5, O)]-', (3.11) 
with Re [> 0 and so small that sp(rsG(-5, 0)) < 1, where sp( M) is the spectral 
radius of the matrix M. 
For p < 1 denote 
Rk(s) = E(sC1( Y = k)) 
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and let R(s) = (R,(s), . . . , RN(s)), then using Abel’s theorem we have from (3.11), 
for IsI< 1, 
7 Z(OG(-& 5)[1 -SW-& O)l-‘, (3.12) 
with Re 5 > 0 and so small that sp( sG( -5, 0)) < 1. If G( 4, $) is a rational function 
of 4 it will be possible to evaluate the above integral by considering a closed contour 
in the right half plane. If on the other hand G(+, I,!J) is a rational function of + it 
is shown, using Theorem 1 in [3], that Z(4) is a rational function of C#J so that the 
integral can be evaluated by considering a closed contour in the left half plane. 
Number of customers in the system in continuous time 
For j = 0, 1, . . . , we have 
Let 
I 
m 
@(n, s) = exp(-Tt)E(sCTI Y, = i) dt, 
0 
and let R*( n, s) be the column vector with components R:(1), s), i = 1,2,. . . , N. 
Assume again that there exists a S > 0, such that G(4, $) can be continued analyti- 
cally to the region Re 4 > -6, for Re Ic, 2 0, and that liml+, G(-4, C#J) =0. Then 
analogous to the previous derivations we find for Re n > 0, IsI < 1, 
R*(n,s)=+-(l-s)(I-sG(q,O))-‘11 
l-s 
+- im+o d5 1 
27ri 
- - Z(1,5, 7, O)G(T -5,5)G(v - 5,0)-’ 
-im+O 5 rl- 5 
.[~-sG(~-5,o)l-‘[~-G(~-~,O)l~, (3.13) 
with 0 < Re .$ < Re 7. For p < 1 and A, non-arithmetic we have from (3.13), for IsI < 1, 
E(sC*) =g I im+0 dt 1 ,m+O~ 2 Z(W3-&5)G(-5,0)-’ ~_ 
.[I-sG(-&O)]-‘[G(-&O)-111, 
where Re 5 > 0 and so small that sp( sG( -5, 0)) < 1. 
Busy period 
(3.14) 
We have defined 
fiq(r,n,O)=E(rMlexp(-nL,-f9P,)l(Y,,+,=j)IY,=i). 
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From the renewal equation we have 
Z(r, a,~, 0) = rZ+Z(r, 9 7, e)fi(r, 77,e), 
sothatforIrl<l,Rerl ~O,ReB~O,or~r~~l,Re~>O,Re~~O,or~r~~l,Re~~O, 
Re 8>0, 
B(r, v,f?)=Z-rZ(r,a, 7j,flp’. (3.15) 
From (2.7) we see that if lim,,, fZ’(r, 4, 7, 0) = Z, this is in agreement with (2.10). 
4. Two examples 
In two recent papers ([9] and [23]) two special cases of the single server semi- 
Markov queue have been studied and explicit factorizations have been obtained. 
Here we give some results from those papers. 
A semi-Markov queue with exponential service times 
(See de Smit and Regterschot [9].) 
The model is given by 
&(A $I= A,(4) &- 
I 
It is shown that for Irl< 1, Re n ~O,Ree~O,orIrl~l,Rerl>O,Ree~O,orIrl~l, 
RevsO, Re0>0, or r=l, q=O, 0=0 and p<l, det(Z-rG(n--+,++0)), con- 
sidered as a function of 4, has exactly N zeros pl(r, 7, O), . . . , p,.,(r, 7. O), in the 
left half plane Re 4 (0. We then have a factorization according to (2.4)-(2.6) in 
which 
H+(r, 4, 7), 0) = K(r, +,77, e)Y, 
where K has the form 
K(r, 4, 7, 0) = Z+ C diag 
1 
(P-Z&, 9,e)’ 
with the N x N-matrices B and C depending on r, 
row Bk of B is a non-zero vector satisfying 
& = &rG(v - FAT, 77, e), cLk(r, 77% 0) + 0) 
where 
L, = 
B, 
e+Aj+Pi(r, v,w’ 
1 
““~-h&,77,~) B ) 
7 and 0 but not on 4. The k-th 
and C= L-‘, 
If p < 1 we have with the general results of the previous section for Re 4 2 0, 
Z(4) = rK(l, O,O, O)_‘K(l, d,O, 0) 
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and if moreover A, is non-arithmetic, 
E(exp(-$W*)) = 1 -p+dZ(4) diag 
Similarly from (3.12) and (3.14) we have obtained (somewhat more complicated) 
explicit results for R(s) and E(sC*). It turns out that the distributions of W and 
W* are mixtures of exponentials and that the distributions of C and C* are mixtures 
of geometric distributions. 
The queue MlGll with Markov modulated arrivals and services 
(See Regterschot and de Smit [23].) 
The model is given by 
Gv(~, (CI) =A,(4)Bi(+) 
in which 
A(+)=@I+A-Q)-‘A, 
where Q is the infinitesimal generator of an irreducible Markov chain with state 
space {1,2,. . . , IV} and A = diag( A,, . . . , A,,,), with hi > 0 the arrival rate when the 
Markov chain is in state i. Denote B( 4) = diag( B,(4), . . . , B,( 4)). The matrix A - Q 
has N eigenvalues vi,. . . , vN which all lie in the right half plane Re 4 > 0. For 
(r]<l, Re 720, Re 8 ~O,orIrl~l,Re77>O,Ree~O,orIrl~l,Re77~O,Re8>0, 
det(Z - rG( 77 - 4, 4 + f3)), considered as a function of 4, has exactly N zeros 
pl(r, 77, e), . . . , pN( r, r], 0) in the right half plane Re 4 > 0, for r = 1, 17 = 0, 8 = 0 
and p < 1 one of these zeros, say pL1(l,O, 0), is equal to 0 while the others remain 
in the right half plane Re 4 > 0. Let the row vector Ri be a left eigenvector of A - Q 
corresponding to the eigenvalue vi and R the NX N-matrix the i-th row of which 
is Ri. Let 0’ be a non-zero column vector satisfying 
@ = rG(T-pj(r, rl, e), Z+(r, 7, e)+ e)D’ 
and D the N x N-matrix the j-th column of which is 0’. Define the N x N-matrix 
S by 
1 
s, = 
vi+77-Pjuj(T, 777 0) 
RiAo’ 
and 
c = s-‘ZU. 
Then we have a factorization according to (2.4)-(2.6) in which 
HP(r, 4, 77, 0) = K(r, 4,17, W, 
where 
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Note again that D and C depend on r, r) and 8 but not on 4. If p < 1 we have 
from the results of the previous section for Re 4 2 0, 
Z(4) = ~H+(O)[ff+(4)1-‘, 
where for 4 f 0. 
H+(4) = (I- B(4)A(-+))K(l, &O, 0) 
and 
-(p+)D’C,, 
with C, the first row of C and P = A(0) = (A - Q)-‘A; and moreover 
E(exp(-+W*))=iZ(4)A-‘l, 
where (Y = TA-‘1. 
From (3.12) we have, for IsI < 1, 
1-S 
R(s) =- 
hi 
-Z(~)B(~)(-@+(l-s)A-Q))‘A 
and, with (3.14), 
E(sC*) =1 R(s)A-‘1. 
a 
The above expressions can be used for calculating P( C = 0, Y = i), P( C* = 0) and 
the moments of C and C* (see [23]). 
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